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Abstract

A preliminary study on estimating aerodynamic
forces of a Vertical/Short Takeoff and Landing
(V/STOL) mini Unmanned Air Vehicle (UAV)
configuration with Distributed Electric Propul-
sion (DEP) system is presented. The main ob-
jective is to offer the next generation fixed wing
mini UAV aircraft configuration with high-speed
cruise flight and vertical take-off capabilities.
The proposed concept uses four electric motors
and propellers combination located on the lead-
ing edge of the wing. The described method
uses semi-empirical formulations in order to es-
timate the forces and moments generated by the
wing immersed in its distributed propeller slip-
streams. Actuator disk theory is used for the pro-
peller slipstream, where the thrust is assumed to
be known for the calculations. Upwash of the
fuselage and each propeller slipstream are taken
into account for the wing and propeller inflow
angle calculations. The resulting method, which
is written as a program, serves as a conceptual
design program for this type of configuration.
Additionally, the program will be used for gen-
erating data for flight dynamics simulations. A
candidate design is also presented, which is be-
ing manufactured for the on-going developments
and tests.

1 Introduction
In the past decade performance of small electric rotorcraft

have improved vastly whereas performances of fixed wing ve-
hicles have improved much less. For a number of applications
that focus on high velocity and long range, fixed wing vehi-
cles remain the best choice. The main limiting factor for the
fixed wing configuration is the compromise between low and
high velocity regimes. If the vehicle is optimized for low
velocity (low wing loading, high static thrust), takeoff and
landing will be easy but performances in endurance, range
and high speed flight capability will be degraded because of
unnecessary wing surface and low propeller efficiency dur-
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ing high speed flight. On the contrary, if the vehicle is opti-
mized for speed and range (high wing loading, high pitch pro-
pellers), landing and takeoff become problematic, requiring
the use of long runways and/or external devices like bungees
or landing net. On large scale vehicles (often powered by
combustion or jet engine), the problem is solved by the use
of variable geometry (flaps, slats, variable pitch propeller).
Those solution are incompatible with small scale UAVs in
terms of added weight and complexity.

Fig. 1: Tilt-Body micro air vehicle MAVION and a small
demonstrator of NASA’s GL-10

Electric propulsion offers new possibilities compared to
traditional jet or combustion engine solutions. NASA has
started investigating DEP [1, 2]and highlighted a significant
increase of efficiency for the cruise. GL-10, shown in Figure
1 is being tested for vertical take-off capability with tilting
its wing and an efficient cruise by adapting its multiple pro-
pellers that are located on the leading edge of the wing. On
the small scale, ISAE’s MAVION, also shown in Figure 1,
is a good example of a hand-release vertical take-off and af-
terwards transition to cruise flight concept. However its rel-
atively low-pitched propellers, required to fly stationary, and
low aspect ratio wings, mainly a result of size restriction, lim-
its its high speed capability as well as endurance and range
performance.

Furthermore, recent progress on automatic control[3, 4]
allows the use of unstable aerodynamic configurations, as
well as the use of electric motor for fast dynamic control (as
is done on quadrotors). We believe that the combination of
DEP and active control can be used to design the new gen-
eration of fixed wing vehicles offering superior endurance
and range performance for wide velocity envelope. This in-
cludes a hand-release take-off, transitioning to level cruise
flight while maintaining equilibrium through every attitude in
between. Efficient high speed performances will be achieved



Fig. 2: Transitioning from four propeller stationary vertical take-off to two propeller high speed cruise phase.

thanks to folding down the big low-pitched propellers and use
the high-pitched propellers only, as depicted on Figure 2.

1.1 Background
The propeller wing interaction has been vastly studied for

V/STOL vehicles. The problem is highly complex to solve
without simplifications. Empirical formulas have been devel-
oped by Jameson [5] in order to avoid massive calculations
with the aim of estimating the generated lift and drag force.
He relied on theoretical results for a rectangular wing in a
constant and continuous rectangular jet slipstream. However,
he has further improved the method by taking into account in-
dividual rectangular or circular slipstreams. De Young [6] has
developed a method for inclined propeller forces. Jameson’s
simplified formulas are verified by several experimental stud-
ies [7, 8] with good agreement. It should be noted that only
the lift and drag forces were calculated in those studies, and
the drag force included only the induced drag.

1.2 Present Work
This study focuses on a smaller scale vehicle, where the

low Reynolds number flow regime plays a major role on the
performances of the vehicle. We want to estimate the per-
formances of the vehicle both in terms of aerodynamics and
flight dynamics, so the stability is also taken into account in
detail. Once the complete procedure finished, it will be pos-
sible to evaluate multiple design variables (span, surface, bat-
tery capacity,etc...) changes and their effect on the final per-
formance of the aircraft for a given mission profile. As we
concentrate on high speed computation with this simplified
method, it will be possible to sweep through a wide range of
candidate aircrafts individually and define the best perform-
ing one.

2 AerodynamicModel for PropellerWing Combination
The procedure developed by Jameson[5] in order to es-

timate the aerodynamic forces and moments of a propeller
wing combination will be described in detail for the consis-
tency of this study. An arbitrary number of propeller slip-
streams is defined, with individual thrust, actuator disk area,
position and orientation. In this study, the fixation between
the propeller actuator axis and the wing is fixed, however the

presented model can be applied for tilting actuators as well.
The method is mainly based on momentum theory, so that
the swirl effects of the propeller slipstream are not modeled.
DeYoung’s method is used to estimate the inclined propeller
thrust. Some of these previous methods are reformulated here
in order to clarify the estimation procedure.

Blown Sections

Unblown Sections

Fig. 3: Showing the creation of wing sections according to the
fully developed propeller slipstream width. Note that
for each thrust value the sections will dynamically be
changed in order to take into account the contraction.

2.1 Propeller Forces

The propeller forces are modeled according to actuator
disk theory, for a given propeller thrust T , the ratio µ, between
the free stream V∞ and propeller jet slipstream Vj , for a given
actuator area of Sp is given by

µ =
V∞
Vj

=

√
1−

T
0.5ρV 2

j Sp

(1)

Each individual slipstream is taken as circular form, and
their contraction can be estimated with

bpc = bp

√
1 + µ

2
(2)



where, bp is the propeller disk diameter or width, and bpc is
the fully developed contracted slipstream diameter or width.
Once the contracted slipstream diameter is calculated, the
wing can be separated into sections, as shown in Figure 3,
that are inside the propeller slipstream or outside. Note that
the propeller slipstream is taken as fully developed for sim-
plification reasons.

2.2 Propeller Downwash
Inclined propellers will deflect the free stream, which will

change the angle of attack of the wing inside this slipstream.
This downwash ε can be determined according to the inflow
angle of the propeller α j .

ε = Eα j (3)

according to Ribner[9] and De Young[6] where,

E =
E∞
2
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(4)

E∞ =
1− µ
1 + µ2 +

µ

4
2 + µ+ µ2

1 + µ2

4.25σ
1 + 2σ

sin (β+ 8) (5)

e =
E∞

2
√

1−E∞
(6)

As the slipstream form is taken circular, the propeller height
hp is equal to the propeller width bp , and x represents the dis-
tance between actuator disk and the wing leading edge. So-
lidity of the propeller σ can be calculated by 4Nb

3π
c̄b
bp

, where
c̄b is the average blade chord which can be estimated by (17).
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Fig. 4: Shows the wing incidence angle iw , jet incidence an-
gle i j , angle of attack of the fuselage α with the resul-
tant lift L, drag D, thrust T and the propeller normal
force N , propeller downwash ε , jet slipstream Vj .

2.3 Actuator Inflow Angle Change due to Wing, Fuselage
and Other Propeller Jets Upwash

Each actuator will be influenced by the fuselage, wing,
and the other propeller jets. Taking these into effect, the in-
flow angle for each jet will be the sum of

α j = α+ i j +Uw (α+ iw ) +Uf α+
∑

other jet s

Uo j ε (7)

where, Uw is the upwash due to wing,

Uw =
2µAR

9(AR + 10)

[
1

xL .75/c̄ + 0.1
+

1
xR.75/c̄ + 0.1

]
(8)

Uf is the upwash due to fuselage which is treated as an infinite
falling cylinder,

Uf =
µ

8



(
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)2

+

(
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yR.75

)2
(9)

and U0 j is the upwash due to the other propeller slipstreams
treated as semi-infinite falling cylinders.

U0 j =
µ

16



(
bj

∆yL .75

)2

+

(
bj

∆yR.75

)2
(10)

xL .75/c̄ and xR.75/c̄ are the distance between wing leading
edge and propeller blade right and left 0.75 radius location.
yL .75 and yR.75 are the distance from fuselage axis to the
propeller blade right and left 0.75 radius location. ∆yL .75
is the lateral distance from one propeller axis to the other
propeller’s left blade 0.75 radius location, and ∆yR.75 is the
right blade 0.75 radius location.

xL.75

yL.75

yR.75 xR.75

𝚫yL.75
𝚫yR.75

Fig. 5: Showing the incidence angles, angle of attack of the
wing and actuator with the resultant lift, drag, thrust
and the propeller normal force.

For each propeller slipstream , α j can be written as

α j1 = α+ i j1 +Uw (α+ iw ) +Uf α+Uo j12ε2 + · · ·+Uo j1n εn

α j2 = α+ i j2 +Uw (α+ iw ) +Uf α+Uo j21ε1 + · · ·+Uo j2n εn

α j3 = α+ i j3 +Uw (α+ iw ) +Uf α+Uo j31ε1 + · · ·+Uo j3n εn

...

α jn = · · ·

for a half wing with n propellers mounted on the leading edge.
Uo j12 presents the upwash effect of the second actuator on the



first one. As long as there is a fuselage between the propellers
separating the slipstreams, the upwash effects coming from
the other wing can be neglected. Substituting ε from (3), re-
sults a set of linear equations in the form of Ax = b where,
x = [ε1,ε2,ε3,...]

A =



−1/E1 Uo j12 Uo j13 · · ·

Uo j21 −1/E2 Uo j23 · · ·

Uo j31 Uo j32 −1/E3 · · ·

...
...

...
. . .


and

b(1) = −[α+ i j1 +Uw1(α+ iw ) +Uf 1α]
b(2) = −[α+ i j2 +Uw2(α+ iw ) +Uf 2α]

...

Once the set of linear equations solved, ε and therefore the
inflow angles α j can be found.

Similarly, wing inflow angles for sections that are not in-
side the propeller slipstream will be

αw j1 = α+ iw +Uf α (11)

and for the sections inside the slipstream

αw jµ = αw j1 − ε +
∑
jet s

U∞ j ε (12)

where the upwash factor U∞ j , due to other propeller slip-
streams, is calculated as if they are infinite falling cylinders,
resulting in

U∞ j = 2Uo j (13)

2.4 Propeller Normal Force
Once the actuator inflow angles α j determined, the nor-

mal force generated by the propeller can be calculated with
the assumption of being proportional to inflow angle.

CN = CNα sinα j (14)

where,

CNα =
µ

2

(
1 +

µ

2
+

µ

1 + µ2

)
4.25σ
1 + 2σ

sin (β+ 8) (15)

which relies on the solidity σ of the propeller approximated
by the blade number Nb and the average blade chord c̄b

σ =
4Nb

3π
c̄b
bp

(16)

c̄b = 0.16 (1.25b0.25 + 2b0.50 + 2b0.75 + b0.95) (17)

β is the propeller pitch angle measured at 0.75% radius
blade location.

2.5 Equivalent Mass Flow Influenced by the Wing
The essential difference between a wing in free stream of

speed V∞, and a stationary wing immersed in a slipstream of
the same speed V, is the reduction of the mass flow outside the
slipstream and also a reduction in the mass flow influenced
by the wing. The wing in free stream is influenced from a
mass flow that is passing through a tube surface S∞ of πb2/4
containing the wing tips. However, the wing in a slipstream
passing through surface Sj influences a smaller mass flow re-
sulting a reduction in the effective span or aspect ratio of the
wing.

Stationary Wing in Jet-Stream Wing in Free-Stream
Sj ∞S

Fig. 6: Mass flow influenced by the wings. On the left: sta-
tionary wing in a jet-stream passing through Sj . On
the right: wing flying in an equal velocity of free-
stream V∞.

In the case of a stationary wing immersed in a slipstream,
compared to a wing in free stream, the same amount of lift has
to be generated by deflection of a smaller mass flow through a
greater downwash angle. Assuming that the additional down-
wash angle due to the slipstream is a constant fraction of the
downwash of the wing in free stream, with a value of p, then
the Aspect Ratio (AR) reduces to

AR0 =
AR

1 + p
(18)

2.6 Resulting Lift Slope in a Slipstream
Considering lifting line theory, the lift slope (CLα0 ) of

this stationary wing in slipstream would be

CLα0 =
Clα2D

1 +
Clα2D (1 + p)

πAR

(19)

where Clα2D is the lift slope of the two dimensional airfoil.
The calculations relies on the known performance values

of the wing in the free stream, so comparing with the lift slope
in a free stream which is

CLα∞ =
Clα2D

1 +
Clα2D

πAR

(20)

Then, the lift slope CLα0 in static jet slipstream can be
calculated by

CLα0

CLα∞
=

1 +
Clα2D

πAR

1 +
Clα2D (1 + p)

πAR

(21)



Assuming the two dimensional lift slope value 2π from
thin airfoil theory, the ratio function becomes

CLα0

CLα∞
=

AR + 2
AR + k

(22)

where k depends on the slipstream jet aspect ratio.
Jameson[5] has found that a good approximation to the

lift of a rectangular wing inside a cylindrical slipstream can
be estimated by taking k = 3.54. Again, the lift slope CLα∞
of the wing in free stream is assumed to be known.

Similarly, taking into account the forward speed, a wing
that is in an elliptic jet slipstream of velocity Vj , with a for-
ward speed of V∞ will have additional downwash angle com-
pared to the same wing in V∞ free stream only. This down-
wash increase is found[10] to be by the factor

λ + µ2

1 + λµ2 (23)

where µ is the velocity ratio of V∞/Vj and λ is the ratio of the
width to the height of the slipstream.

This downwash increase results in an equivalent aspect
ratio reduction of

ARµ = AR
λ + µ2

1 + λµ2 (24)

Using the lift slope of the wing in free stream CLα∞ and
stationary within a jet slipstream CLα0 , the characteristics on
forward speed can be expressed by

CLαµ
CLα∞

=
1

1 +

(
CLα∞
CLα0

−1
)

1−µ2

1+AR j µ2

(25)

where ARj is the jet slipstream aspect ratio, and will be
taken as 1 for circular slipstreams.

2.7 Partially Immersed Wing in Arbitrary Number of Slip-
streams

The slipstream over the wing will be generated by indi-
vidual propellers, and also there will be different propulsion
configurations for different flight phases, hence an approxi-
mation in order to calculate the highly complex force, mo-
ments, and interactions. A simple estimation can be made
by superposition of forces over the wing in free stream and
the individual parts that are immersed in slipstreams. The in-
dividual parts that are immersed in slipstream are calculated
as isolated planforms. Thus, the additional increase on each
isolated planform will simply be the difference between the
planform in free stream V∞, and the planform immersed in a
jet slipstream Vj moving with a forward speed of V∞. The
difference in lift will be

∆L =
1
2
ρSw j (V

2
j CLα jµαw jµ −V 2

∞CLα∞αw j∞
) (26)

where CLα jµ is the lift slope of the wing part that is in-
side the jet slipstream with a velocity ratio of µ = V∞/Vj by
taking the aspect ratio as bj/Sw j . CLα∞ is the lift slope of the
same wing part in a freestream, or in other words when µ= 1,
αw jµ is the angle of attack of the wing in jet slipstream, and
αw j∞

is the angle of attack of the same part in free stream. It
should be noted that the angle of attack of the wing portion
in jet slipstream is reduced compared to the angle of attack in
the free stream by the slipstream downwash of ε as stated in
equation 12.

Additionally, an inclined slipstream to the free stream will
generate an external upwash, which can be approximated by
assuming the slipstream as a falling cylinder model. The up-
wash at a distance y from the center axis of the slipstream is
εb2

j/2/y
2

According to [5], the average upwash over the external

part of the wing will approximately be
Swj

S ε . Taking all up-
wash effects of propeller jets, the increase in lift can be calcu-
lated by multiplying the sum of all slipstream upwash angle
with the unblown surface area and the lift slope of the com-
plete wing in freestream CLα∞

For the small angle of attack, lift force generated by the
wing can be found by adding up the freestream lift of the
complete wing, the additional lift created from the unblown
parts of the wing because of the upwash effects of the jets,
and finally the additional lift on the blown sections coming
from dynamic pressure increase because of the jet velocities.

L = 0.5ρV 2
∞SCLα∞+

0.5ρV 2
∞SCLα∞

*.
,
S−

∑
jet s

Sw j

+/
-

∑
jet s

Sw j

S
ε+∑

jet s

∆L j (27)

2.8 Induced Drag

Let k denote CDi/CL2, k j0 be the same ratio for a the
wing in a static propeller jet slipstream, k j∞ is the wing in a
free stream, and k jµ is the wing in a slipstream with a forward
flight velocity ratio of µ. Once again, the induced drag coef-
ficient can be estimated by comparing with the values from
freestream, that are assumed known or calculated by lifting-
line theory, or empirically. Jameson suggests

k =
1 + 0.006AR

πAR
(28)

for the sections inside the jet, the section’s ARsect ion will be
used. Once the k j∞ calculated by

k j∞ =
1 + 0.006ARsect ion

πARsect ion
(29)



k j0 and k jµ for circular slipstream can be found through

k j0

k j∞

= 1.68 (30)

k jµ

k j∞

=
1.68 + 0.32µ2

1 + µ2 (31)

A similar approach can be used to calculate the additional
induced drag for the wing section that are inside the slip-
stream. ∆Di can be calculated as the freestream lift of this
section multiplied by the change in induced downwash an-
gle, plus the new induced downwash angle multiplied by the
change in the lift ∆L.

∆Di = 0.5ρV 2
∞Sw j CL j∞ (αi j −αi∞ ) +∆Lαi j (32)

where

αi∞ = CL j∞ k j∞ (33)
αi j = CL jµ k jµ (34)

Note that CL j∞ and CL jµ were calculated during the ∆L, in
(26)

CL j∞ = CLα∞αw j∞
(35)

CL jµ = CLα jµαw jµ (36)

Finally, induced drag Di can be found by summing up the
induced drag of the whole wing in freestream as if there were
no propeller slipstreams on it, and the additional induced drag
∆Di

Di = 0.5ρV 2
∞SkCL2

∞+
∑
jet s

∆Di j (37)

2.9 Viscous Drag

The interest while developing this semi-empirical method
is to be able to use it for designing small scale V/STOL UAVs,
where the low-Reynolds effects are significantly important
and therefore viscous drag addition can not be ignored. Wing
in isolation can be solved by a high-fidelity approach in order
to have a basis estimate. However this will slow down the
solution too much that the whole idea of being fast for rapid
development and analysis for conceptual design will be van-
ished. With this in mind, the same procedure that is used in
QPROP[11], which is a polynomial fit to the lift-drag curve
with an exponential correction coefficient for Reynolds ef-
fects is implemented.

2.10 Total Drag

Finally, the total drag force can be found as the sum of D0
parasitic drag, Di induced drag, and Dv viscous drag contri-
butions.

D = D0 + Di + Dv (38)

2.11 Rotation of the Section Forces
It should be noted that each wing section inside the pro-

peller slipstream generates a lift force perpendicular to the
local flow velocity and the drag force parallel to flow veloc-
ity. Therefore they should be rotated back by the propeller
slipstream downwash angle ε and then summed in order to
obtain the total lift force L∞ and drag force D∞.

2.12 Effect of Flaps
The effect of flaps are modeled by an increase on the wing

angle of attack as presented by Jameson[5]. α/δ∞ being the
flap effectiveness of three dimensional wing in free stream,
effective wing incidence angle iw∞ becomes

iw∞ = iw +α/δ∞ δe (39)

where,

α/δ∞ =

√
α/δ2D +α/δ2D

AR+4.5
AR+2 AR

√
α/δ2D + AR+4.5

AR+2 AR
(40)

Likewise for a wing section inside propeller slipstream, effec-
tive wing incidence iw jµ becomes

iw jµ = iw +α/δ jµ δe (41)

and for a circular slipstream,

α/δ jµ = 1 − µ2 + µ2α/δ∞ (42)

iw∞ and iw jµ should be substituted for wing incidence iw in
(7), (11), and (12).

3 Zero Lift Angle of Attack Determination
For cases where the propellers are not aligned with the

zero lift angle of attack of the wing, the additional velocity
imparted by the propellers will change the zero lift angle of
attack of those wing sections. These angles for each section
must be found separately. Lift slopes CLα j∞

and CLα jµ
can

be found by setting iw = i j = 0 and α = 1 in (7), (11), and
(12) and calculating up to (27). After recalculating CL j∞ and
CL jµ with α = 0, correct wing incidence iw and actuator in-
cidences i j , the zero lift angle of attack for each wing section
can be found by

α0∞ =
CL j∞ (α=0)

CLα j∞

and α0 j =
CL jµ (α=0)

CLα jµ

(43)

4 Wing Lift and Drag at High Incidence
As mentioned before, the propeller slipstreams can signif-

icantly reduce the angle of attack of the blown wing sections.
This will let the aircraft fly at very large angle of attack during
transition and hovering flight phases. The added velocity im-
parted by the propeller slipstream keeps the flow attached on
the blown wing sections where the other sections are already
stalled. In such cases, the prediction of forces and moments
becomes very difficult. However it is still possible to have a



rough estimate which can give an idea about the performance
of the vehicle in these phases.

Maximum lift angle of attack αmax is defined for each
wing section, and it is assumed that any wing section with
a greater inflow angle compared to its maximum lift angle of
attack (αw j∞ −α0 j > αmax ), is stalled. In this case, if the stall
is on the unblown parts, V∞ will dominate. Upwash effects are
not taken into account as they do not contribute significantly.
CL∞ is thus,

CL∞ = CLα∞ tan(αmax ) cos(αw j∞ −α0∞ ) (44)

For the Stalled sections that are inside the propeller slip-
stream, the velocity becomes Vj , the inflow angle α jµ and
the lift coefficient becomes CL jµ . The lift will be calculated
without ∆L contribution.

CL jµ = CLα jµ
tan(αmax ) cos(αw jµ −α0 j ) (45)

Hence, for the drag, stalled wing section lift coefficients
(44), (45) and k j∞ , k jµ coefficients are used.

5 Total Forces andMoments

5.1 Forces

For the moment, only longitudinal flight dynamics is con-
sidered, so that the lateral force and moments are assumed to
be zero Fy = Mx = Mz = 0 as in equilibrium. Contribution of
the wing lift L∞, drag D∞, propeller thrust T , and propeller
normal force N will be taken into account as

Fz = L∞+
∑
jet s

T sin(α+ i j ) +
∑
jet s

N cos(α+ i j ) (46)

Fx = D∞−
∑
jet s

T cos(α+ i j ) +
∑
jet s

N sin(α+ i j ) (47)

∞V

T

L∞

D∞

dL
dD dTMy

L∞

D∞

T

dL

dD

dT

Fig. 7: Illustration of the moment arm length variation during
pitch attitude change.

5.2 Moment

The pitching moment is calculated by the resultant wing
forces and moments as well. However, as the aircraft is ca-
pable of increasing its pitch attitude up to 90 degrees, the
moment arm between the wing aerodynamic center and the
center of gravity of the aircraft changes during this rotation as
shown in Figure 7. The variation on pitch does also effects the
position of aerodynamic center of the wing as experimentally
tested by Draper and Kuhn [12]. However we will assume it
to be fixed. The thrust moment arm dT j does not change dur-
ing the pitch variation. However lift force moment arm dL

and drag force moment arm dD has to be calculated at every
angle of attack as a result of moment arm length variation.
Finally, the total pitching moment of the aircraft is found by

My = MwingAC −
∑
jet s

Tj dT j − L∞ dL + D∞ dD (48)

where,

MwingAC = 0.5 ρV 2
∞ Swing CM c̄ (49)

CM =
∑

sect ions

CMsec

Ssec
Swing

Vsec

V∞
(50)

CMsec = CM0sec
+CMαsec

αsec +CMδe .sec
δe.sec (51)

6 Equilibrium Calculations

In order to fly in equilibrium at every flight speed (V∞),
the aircraft should sustain

Fx = 0 , Fz = 0 , My = 0

via thrust (T), and elevator deflections (δe). For steady cases,
this is obtained by finding the roots via a Newton-Raphson
iteration. Figure 9 shows the estimated transition angle of
attack of the example case aircraft versus horizontal flight
speed, where every point is in equilibrium as stated in (6).

7 Preliminary Results

Explained method is parametrized in order to accept
multi-variable input, such as the number of propellers, diam-
eter, pitch, position and orientations, wing surface, different
thrusts, etc... and written into a FORTRAN code. The fi-
nal program is capable of analyzing any given configuration
within the explained limitations. An example configuration
specifications are shown in Table 1.

8 Future Remarks

The propeller slipstreams are taken discrete even though
they are really close to each other in some configurations. It
could be modified such as that in certain cases with close slip-
streams, a rectangular slipstream calculations can be used in-
stead of circular ones as explained in [5].



Wing Span 1.0 [m]
Wing Surface Area 0.15 [m2]
Mean Aerodynamic Chord 0.15 [m]
Prop Diameter 1/2 0.25/0.15 [m]
MTOW (hand-release) 1.8 [kg]

Tab. 1: General specifications

Fig. 8: Representative CAD drawing of the conceptual de-
sign.
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Fig. 9: Estimated variation of angle of attack versus flight
speed during equilibrium horizontal transition.

9 Conclusion
A preliminary study on force and moment estimation of

a wing with distributed propeller is presented. The method
takes into account low-Reynolds effects via airfoil viscous
drag contribution. Further verification of the numerical re-
sults with wind-tunnel or flight test are required. However,
once sufficient confidence is obtained, the method will be use-
ful to design optimized vehicles using this propulsion system
configuration, such as the proposed Next Generation Fixed
Wing aircraft which offers a simplified solution to the wide-
speed envelope problem of a fixed wing UAV.
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